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A group theoretical model unifying a spaco-time group (E) and an 
internal symmetry group (/) for strongly interacting particles is worked 
out. The space-time group is the one that pertains to the group of 
motions of static Einstein cosmological model implying the symmetry 
of the group E  =  With the use of Gueret & Vigier prescrip­
tion, the left ooset R (^0^  is identified with the internal symmetry 
gi'oup I  — Ui^i^(SU{2)^SU{2)) c  SU{4:). The complete dynami­
cal group (D) is then found to be D — E (^ I  =  (0(^JB)(g)C//(g(Sf7(2) 
0SJ7(2) c  80(4:, 2). Physically useful representations of the space- 
time group (E) are worked out by solving the eigenvalue problem 
of Laplaoe-Beltmi operator. The internal quantum numbers are 
prescribed in accordance with the 8U(2)(^SU(2) model of Nakamura 
& Sato. A general mass formula is derived and its u se  for knoAMi 
baryons and mesons is discussed.
1. I ntroduction
Recently higher symmetry space-time groups have been used as dynamical groups 
to obtain mass spectrum of elementary particles. The idea behind the use of such 
dynamical groups is to  reduce a theory in flat space-time with an interaction to 
a group of motions in curved space; that is, to geometry. In other words, it is 
to make use of Einstein’s idea to describe interaction through the modification 
of space-time geometry. That this idea is really useful has been shown in a largo 
number of papers (Joseph 1962, Roman & Aghassi 1965a, 1965b, 1966, Prasad 
1965, 1967, Barut & Bohm 1965, Bohm 1968, Burcev 1968, Fronsdal 1965) where 
use has been made of deSitter group as a space-time group.
Further the unitary symmetries SU(3) or 8U(6) used in the classification of 
elementary particles are approximate as the mass spectrum follows only through 
symmetry breaking maohanism (Gell-Mann & Neeman 1964, Gursey a/ 1964). 
This symmetry breaking is introduced in a purely phenomenological manner. 
As such alternative procedures to derive such mass formulae may be quite relevant. 
In fact Raezka (1965) derived the Gell-Mann-Okubu mass formula for pseudoscalar 
bosons by writing the Laplaoe-Beltrami operator for the manifold S ^ x S ^ x R  
(8- being an n-dimensional sphere, and R  a line) which corresponds to the group* 
motions O3(g)l7i0 fi.
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I t is well known that a general Riomannian space does not admit group of 
motions. Fronsdal (1965) suggested the use of a class of Riemannian spaces which 
have constant curvature. Those spaces do admit group of motions and reduce 
to Poincani space in the limit of vanishing curvature. de-Sitter space which ad­
mits a maximum number of group of motions has been extensively studied. As 
those higher symmetry groups have to be essentially non-compact (for in the limit 
they must reduce to Poincare’ group), the problem of finding their representations 
is quite complex. Nevertheless, Rackzka (1966) has shown on physical grounds 
that the physically useful representations are degenerate representations deter- 
mined by one or two Casmir invariants. Further he establishes that the most 
dogenerate representations may be constructed by considering Hilbert space 
II(x) with X  a symmetric space of rank one. The Casmir invariant operating on 
this space is identified with the Laplace-Beltrami operator
A(J) =  d,gi '^’(X W \g \d „ ( 1)
where gfi {^x) is the Riomannian metric tensor on X and q — dot The eigen­
values of A(x) characterize the irreducible representation of the group and the 
corresponding eigenfunctions span the repiesentation space. Alternatively, wt^  
may treat A(x) as generalization of the Klein-Gordon operator as in the limit 
of taking on Lorenfcz metric, A(a;) reduces to d^d^. Further the operator d^d  ^
corresponds to one of the Casmir invariants of the Poincare’ group. There­
fore, the eigenvalues of A(x) must correspond to the splitting in the mass spectrum 
obtained from p^p^.
Following this idea we have solved the eigenvalue problem of the Laplace- 
Beltrami operator using the space-time metric as the one corresponding to the 
static Einstein cosmological universe. I t  is (Tolman 1934)
ds^ =  d f2 -(l -9-21 X2)“idr2-r2(dd2+sin2drf<^2) ... (2)
This gives a mass formula involving mass splitting.
It is known (Tolman 1934) that the metric (2) can be embeded in a pseudo-
Euclidoan space of 5-dimensions with the signature (^------- ------- ). The Rie
mannian manifolds described by (2) has the geometry of S^x B ,  where 
describes a hyj)ersphere of radius K  given by and R
stands for a lino along time axis. We have explicitly worked out its group of 
motions and have determined the algebra of its infinitesimal generators. It is 
found to bo a seven parameter group (04(^J?).
Wo have assumed this to bo the external space-time group (E) which contains 
Poincare’ group as its subgroup. In order to determine the corresponding internal 
symmetry group, we have followed the prescription given by Gueret & Vigicr
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(1070), Accordingly the internal symmetry group is found to be /  =  
{H>U(2)®SU{2,)) C  SU(4:), The unified dynamical group (D) is then found to 
Ix^  D -  E®I =  (OJ®R)®U^ f^ ®{8U(2)®8U(2)) c  80(4., 2).
The internal quantum numbers of elementary particles are labelled in accor­
dance A v ith  the O4 =  8U(2)®8V(2) model of Nakamura & Sato (I960,1968,1971).
We have next included the contributions from the internal symmetry group 
(/) in the mass formula obtained for the space-time group (E) and have derived 
a g(iiioral mass formula containing the contributions from spin isospin and hypor- 
K|)iji (hypercharge). Applications of this formula for the known baryoiis and 
juosous are discussed. Finally it is concluded that this unification of the space- 
Limii group (E) and the internal symmetry group (/) is reasonably satisfactory.
2 . S o lu t io n  of t h e  E ig e n  V a l u e  P b o b l e m
In oi’der to find the physically useful representations of the group corres­
ponding to Einstein model, wo solve the eigen value problem of the following 
(Hjuation :
V{-g) =  0, . . .  (R)
with from eq. (2). On substituting these from eq. (2) into cq. (3) we 
obtain the following equations
+ . .. (4)
Avhoro ,/^  denotes ordinary derivatives with respect to coordinates i.e., Xi =  r, 
—  d ,  =  0 , x^ =  t. Using the usual procedure of separation, namely,
writing
ilr =  R(r)®(d)<i>(mt).
We obtain for the angular part the equations
,^33 =
l^ cr the time part wo have the equation
... (5)
. . .  (6) 
... (7)
.. .  (8)
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(9)
which gives a hyperbolic behaviour
T  =■■ 2’o-exp(±e<)
for T(t). This behaviour of T(t) agrees wth th at o f deSitter model (Prasad
for the external space i)+.
On using eqs (6), (7) and (8) in oq (4) wo obtain for the radial part the equation
^  ] +  ]-R =  0. ... (10)
... (H)q‘^ =  ili'®—wJiorc 
Wo next substitute
^  =  g'p  ^ and a: =  ^
and obtain eq (10) as
( 12)
l d x ^ ^ 2  dx x ( x - l f  ^  x ^ (x -l)  J ■" — ". (13)
Wb rooognizo this as the Papperitz equation (Morse & Feshbach 1953),
^  \\  +  \ ' — l  , d\jr f AA' n n ' .T
dz  ^ [ —  +  , - f  ~ [  J -  J —z(z—l) =  t».
... (14)
^  = B, z = x, ... (16a)
A+A' =  — J, ... (15b)
—1 — 0, 
;i;i' _  (^1+ 1 )
... (16c)
AA -  ^ ... (16d)
1/ r' =  0 ... (150)
... (16f)
Finally, we substitute
f  =  2^ 2-* 1 )^2/, ... (16)
and obtain oq. (14) as
S  + [{2 /« + A -A '+ 1 )z- ( A - A ' + 1 ) ] ^dz
+ W /‘+ A -A ')-A A ']y  =  0. ... (17)
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This is a hypergeomotrio equation of the t3rpe
3^  + [ ( a + 6 + l ) 2 —c ] ^ + o 6 y  =  0, (18)
vvith
a+b =  2 /t+ A —A', _ (19o)
a6 = / i(^ + A —A')—AA', ... (171,)
c =  A—A ' + l .  ... (19c)
Relations (19) give
a =  /i+A, ... (20a)
6 =  ^ -A '.  ... (20b)
E(j (IS) has tlu'eo singularities namely, at z =  0, z =  1 and 2 =  00.
The solution which is analytic at z =  0 is the hypergeometric series (Morse 
& Fotilibach 1953)
vv^ JiicIi converges for \z\ < 1  and is valid for Ee c >  0.
ft is well known that all other solutions about other singularities can also be ex 
pressed in form of eq. (2 1 ) with a little adjustment of the parameters.
Fi'om cq. (15d), wo have
r (6g+^')r(ft+yQ (zy^
(21)
A - ' ,  «>d
Further from oqs. (19) and (22)
C 3/2 +  i
(22)
TluM'oloro, the condition Re c >  0 is very well satisfied. Eq. (2 1) becomes a 
fmito .polynomial if either of a and 6 is a negative integer. We take
a =  — wi th w =  0, 1 , 2, 3 , ... 
ITsc of eqs. (22) and (23) in eqs. (20) gives
I
This implies
- I I  =  0, 1 , 1 , 2 ,
(23)
(24)
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From eqs. (15f), (15c) and (12), wo got
/ / ( / t - 1 ) =
Tho oxproasion on ilio L.H.iS. of this equation is a positive quantity for all 
values of /^ . Wo write
^  ;S'=  0, 1, 3/2, 2, ... ... (25)
and obtain tho above relation as
... (2b)
This relation gives the mass formula oorresjxnidiiig to the external group of nuj^ - 
tions (E). The meanings of the two terms in this relation are made clear in the 
next section.
3. Grotu‘ o f  M o t io n s
In this section we study the group of motions of the manifold that proserves 
metric (2) and tlien discuss the resulting algebra of the infinitesimal generators. 
We begin with the Killing equations (Eisenhart 1926)
^ dx" dx>^ =  0 . . .  (27)
with =  xf^+Sxi^ =
LJ.sing from oq. (2) in eq. (27), wo obtain the following set of equations ;
(^ll) >
{ ^ 22) 1 «dO r  ^ ’
( ^ 44) f = « .
(■^ 12) =  - W '
(^ 1^3) %  -  - ’■“(‘ - ’■ w
d f
dr
( ^ 14)
. . .  (28)
(K ) sin® d —- _Aas am a —  ,
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IK  \ i l*  -  .2 ^(Kn) QQ gt >
(K^)
Use of {IC2i) in {K^a) gives
sin d — cos 0^ ®—sin 6 — 0.
Flirt,her combining (jffjg) with (K^a) and using it in (K^a) we get
(29)
(30)
Eq«. (29) and (30) gives
£3 _ /(^ > 0> 0 rk t\
^ -  s E i r -
‘'■'111 f® =  l{r, <j>, t) cos d+h(d, <j>)^ k(r, 6 ,1!).
Furtlier using in (JC34) and cmbining it with (^ 33) we obtain
5®
diSe (sin 6 f^) — 0.
This gives
(31)
(32)
sm (33)
Oomparing eqs (31) and (33) wo have
f -  ^ (34)
Use oi eqs. (32) and (34) in (Kjj) gives
J ~d  ^ ~
and dh(64) _  dg(d,4>)
d4> —
(35)
Now using eqs. (34) (35) and (32) in (29) wo obtain the following 
I “  oji(r, i)sin W2(r, t) cos 0,
/  =  o)i(r, «)cos 0—W2(r, t) sin 0, ... (36)
k := tug(r, )^ sin
g =  cot 6^ (i4^  cos 0— sin 0)+Z)i),
and
h “  sin 0+^1 COB 0, 
where J5j and Di are constants.
Use of eqs. (32) and (34) in {K12) and along with eq. (36) gives the following | 
f  = «in 0+ < )  cos cot 0 ] \
P  =  COS 0[w^ {r, i) sin 0+w2(/s 0)] +  «^ s(^ > 0 sin 0+ jBi cos 0,
P  “  siiTi9^ ^^ ^^ ’ 0 0+oos ^(j^i cos 0—.fii sin 0)]+Z>] ... (37)
and
r=r sin 0^ sin 0 +cos 0 j cos 6 _|_r/i(r, f)-
In order to satisfy the remaining equations (-^ T^ ), (Zj^), (K^ )^ and (Zga) of 
eq. (28) we substitute (37) in these equations and obtain the following set of 
equations
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(38)
9*0)1 Y -  -
a«* *“  ' a r ’
and [ cu,+r*(l-r*/Z*) F, = - i  /i
whore — sin 0 sin Fg =  sin 0 cos 0, Fg =  —cos
1 =  1, 2, 3, and repeated symbols moan summation.
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Eqs. (38) can be satisfied if
277
( ^ - 5 )
3r2 \ d(x)i
j dr
 ^ + ,^ " ‘.=  0 drdt ^  dt
= 0at*
(39)
a T - o .
and a7  + ~ i  ( i - ^ -W -V x  =  0. (40)
dr ^  dr
3gi
dt = .0,
A =  0
Eq. (40) gives
Qj — ff (& constant), and =  0. (41)
The first and Jast equations of eqs. (39) are not independent as the first is 
obtained by differentiating the last. The remainings of eqs. (39) give
coi =  cvt(r),
and then the last of eqs. (39) gives
w, =  c , y  ( l-r * /i:* )* . ... (42)
We thus have the following
=  K (l—r^/K^)^Ci ^ 0+^2 sin 6 cos cos (9),
P T= cos 8 sin cos 6 cos (p+c^ sin 6)-\-Aj^ sin (p+B^ cos <p
’■ ... (43)
P  =  — (1 —r®/JT*)* cosec 6(c^ cos sin 0)+cot 6(Ai cos sin
and 4^ =  g.
There are seven parameters in this group, namely,
=  A ^ ,  p *  =  B i ,  p *  =  B i ,  p ‘  =  ( 7 i ,  p 6  =  O * ,  p «  =  . . .  ( 4 4 )
and p* =  ff.
Next the infinitesimal generators of a Lie group are given by (Eisenhart 1926)
( f c = l ,2 ,3 ,4 ) .  ... (45)
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 ^ dp^ dx^
Using oqs. (43) and (44) in eq. (45) we obtain the following as the infinitesimal 
generators of this group
^  sin (j) +cot 0 cos (j> ,
=  cos -  cot 0 sin (f> ~
d
d<j>'
X^ — K{\ —r“//C“)*^sin 0 sin <j> eos 0 sin ^ ^
+  - COS d) cosee 6 ^. \ , r 0(p f
N r =  N sin 0 cos 0 cos d cos -J sin 4> cosec d ,
... (46)
=- N(1 -rV N ^)i ( -c o s  0 1  i  sin 0
and
^7 di'
These generators satisfy the following commutation relations
[Xi, Xj~\ — eijkXjc, (47)
with four sets of j , k, values, namely, (1, 2, 3), (3, 4, 5), (2, 6, 5) and (1, 6, 4), 
and
|Xi, X ,]^ |V Z 2, X J ^ [ Z 3 ,  X e ] :^ 0,
\Xj, X7] ^  0, with I 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0.
... (48) 
... (49)
The quantum mechanical counter x^arts defined in terms of X^, Xg? ...>X7 
etc;, of these gcncj'ators aj c obtained by multiplying those generators by ±i{fl = 1 ) 
apxu'oxwiately. The resulting commutation relations (47) and (48) then satisfy
the algebra
i^xP*^ vn
with V, a, /? — 1,2, 3, 4. This is jxist the algebra of O4.
... (50)
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The quantum mechanical counterpart of is i(djdi). This corrosponds to 
translation generator along time axis. The corresponding group is, therefore,
M. a line along time axis. The complete group is thus given by
We have already emphasized that the Laplace-Beltrami operator may be 
identified with the Casmir operator of the group Its irreducible represen­
tations expressed in terms of the eigenvalue relation (2(>) will, therefore, contain 
contributions both from the Casmir invariant of It as well as that of O4. As 
R stands for translation along time-axis, the corresponding translational Casmir 
invariant will merely give where e denotes the rest mass of the particle 
(/Wq), represented by the irreducible representation.
Next the Casmir invariant corre.sponding to 0^ will gi\ e us the eigenvalues 
(u|ual to 4 j ( j+ l )  as cq. (47) denotes Four sets of rotations. For a free particle it 
is quite easy to identify j  with the spin (if) of the particle. The relation (26) then 
becomes
5(5+ 1 ). (61)
the two terms on the r.h.s. are the contributions from tlu  ^ separate Casmir 
invariants of R  and O4 respectively. The term appeals bcniause of the
tncti ic (2) (Barut & Bohm 1965, Bohm 1968) and is a contribution from curvature. 
In tlie limit of Af—>00, metric (2) will tend to Lorontz metric and the splitting due 
to the second term will disappear. Apart from k the form of (51) is also borne 
out by our experience of .^T-atom possessing O4 symmetry (Pauli 1926, Fock 
1935, Bergman 1936).
4. I noltjsion  o f  I n t e r n a l  S y m m e t r ie s — T h e  Co m p l e t e  M o d e l
Following Tolman (1934), we may express metric (2) as
ds^ =  (dz^+ dz^+ dz^-\-dz^)—dt ,^ 
with the sxibstitution
=  K(l Z2 = r sin 6? cos
S3 == r sin 0 sin (p, r cos 0.
. . .  (52)
... (53)
I’lio spatial part of the model may, therefore, bo interpreted as a three dimen- 
f^ ional sphere embedded in a four dimensional Euclidean space (Zj, Zg, Z3, Z4) 
with a total spatial volume =  2tt^ K^. On including the time part, its complete 
geometry corresponds to that of a four dimensional cylindrical surface embedded 
a five dimensional space. Its group of movements is O^i^R. This we take 
a-s our space time group, called the external group (E).
The question of connection between the external group (E) and the corres­
ponding internal symmetry group (/),is very complicated, and as far as we know,
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no saiinfaciory Holution to tkiB problem has been obtained till this date. Nevor- 
tholess, soiru^  connection is posBible with regard to this model.
We follow the prescription given by Gueret Vigier (1970) which is closest 
to our approach. Accordingly, we assume an elementary particle externally to 
bo an Einstein spatial spluu c of radius k extended along time axis. Thus in the 
extei’ual event simce-time, jt appears as a hypcu'cylmdrical surface resembling 
with the hypertube of Gueret k  Vigor (1970). From the view point of an external 
observe]’ (e(,), the symmetry arlmittod by tlu  ^ external event space is that of the 
group E - n The symmeti y as seen by the particle observer {e ) will be the
corresponding internal symmetry admitted by the particle system. This internal 
symmetry group (I) is given by tlie loft cosot of E which is in our case. As
seen from eq. (49), the translation opcjaoT commutes with all the generators 
of Therefore, Neeman’s (]96(i) objection for the free particles changing 
their internal quantum nuxnbers duj’iiig flight is not applicable here.
It is now quitch easy to relate this internal symmetry group (1) with the-so 
called internal symmetries of the elementary particles. For, we may write 
G4 -  03(8)03 ~  iST/(2)(g)AS'(7(2), and correspojiding to R  we may take the one 
X)aramotej' gauge group , both acting on the so called internal space of an elo- 
maiitary paj’ticiie. Tliorcforo, tlie full internal symmetjy /  ~  ?//(8)(>SC/(2)0
The complete dynamical group unifying space-time and internal symmetry 
groups is then given by
I) -  o,(g)ij®(r;/®>s7;(2)(g).s^c/(2))cso(4,2).
i t  may be seen that all the requirements envisaged by Gueret & Vigier (1970) 
in their scheme ol unification are reasonably well satisfied by our model.
Next ill order to label the internal quantum numbers of an irreducible re­
presentation in terms of i, wo make use of the O^^SU(2)(g)SU(2) model of Naka­
mura & Sato (I960, 1968, 1971) developed as an alternative to SU(3) scheme. 
Accordingly, one t»l the aS77(2) groups is used to label isospin (t), as usual, and the 
other, the hyporspin (Q, whose third component defines hypercharge F, through
3^ -  YI2.
jy or strong interactions, they require two conservation laws, namely,
Al r |  = 0,
A m  - 0,
where the latter represents a new law of hypecharg iudcpeTideTicc.
(54)
(55)
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In order to construct irreducible representations, they introduce two kinds 
of spinors t and s as follows
(5 6 )
(5 7 )
The baryona are assumed to be composed of the bilinear combinations t*t, ,s*a, 
i*s, s*t plus an object F  which has baryon number 1 and spin Mesons arc 
then constructed out of B*B, where B  represents any of the baryons.
They define two numbers i](t) and as follows 
t  5 5*
7 f { t ) == + 1  0 0,
7 J { 8 ) =  0 0 + 1 - 1 .
The ground state baryons and mesons are obtained by imposing the requirement
vi*)+vi«) =  ••• (59)
Higher configurations are then found for the oases
(5 8 )
^ /(#)+^(5) =  2 , 4 , 6 , 8 , .........
Jjeptons arc also included in this scheme corresponding to 
^(0 +^(«) =  1 -
(6 0 )
(6 1 )
A generalized refiection operator G' is defined in the four dimensional charged 
space which prescribes a counter multiplet corresponding to every multiplot. 
Wo tabulate tho internal quantum numbers of the known ground state baryons 
and mesons as obtained from this scheme in table 1 (Nakamura & Sato 1971).
Following Nakamma & Sato (1971) we consider every strongly interacting 
particle to be composed of an t, s part and an F  part. As far as s part is con- 
oeniod our model is exactly same as that of Nakamura & Sato (1971). For the 
description of F-part, we make use of V  and O ^xB  groups, the former labelling 
the baryon number and the latter the spin. Thus, in a way, our model gives 
complete description of a system involving internal as well as space-time symme­
tries in a unified manner. In the Nakamura and Sato model F  part is included 
in a purely empirical manner. In this work wo have excluded all considerations 
of leptons.
5 . M a s s  F o r m u l a  a n d  M a s s  S p e c t r u m
An irreducible representation of the full dynamical group (t)) will now be 
labelled as | m^s; ^,^3; S > ,  where B  denotes baryon number. The symmetry 
4.
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breaking medianiam is already built in our metric (2). This, following Gueret 
& Vigior (1970) will account for the mass splittings both because of the space-time 
as well as internal symmetry groups. We have already obtained the mass formula 
for (E) in eq. (61).
Accordingly, the mass splitting is related to the factor K, where IjK  defines 
the curvature of space. Alternatively, in the language of interactions, this split­
ting occurs because of some interaction. There are methods to calculate ^-matrix 
and thereby the form of interaction given a metric (Calucci & Ghirardi 1972, 
Ohta & Okamura 1973). But we postpone such a discussion for a future communi­
cation, and assume that the interaction responsible for the mass splitting is some 
kind of strong interaction mediated by a scaler field. Obviously, k will define 
the range of this interaction. Moreover, we are working in the units where 
h i and c =  1 , therefore, the dimensions of mass are (length)"^. As such, 
using the range of strong interaction equal to pion Compton wavelength, we 
obtain 1 //^^ =  ^ 07r*» whore defines the average mass of pions (=  138 Mev).
Now to include the effect of internal symmetry group in the mass formula 
we follow the procedure due to Vigier (1969). Accordingly the square mass 
difference between two states of an irreducible representation is proportional to 
(//.2, li) where fi-nd 11 denotes the raising and lowering Weyl-Cartan
generator of I.
Denoting our mass operator by M^, wo may write
<B; Tg,T; ; m,s | s] f, g^j t, Tg; B  >
— m2—mo,r^oc [fe4s+l)+af(f+l)~™6f32+cfg-|-eT(T+l)—/TgS+jyrg]. (62)
No contribution in this will come from the baryon gauge gjoup because of C- 
conjugation invariance. As all mass splitting must vanish with 1/A^—► 0, we take 
the constant of proportionality to be l/K^. Therefore, our complete mass formula
IS
== mo2+mg^2{4^(5H-l)+ag(f+l)-6fg2+cC3+er(T+l^
(63)
where A =  4 follows from eq, (61).
This is a quadratic mass formula applicable to all the hadrons. Quadratic 
mass formulae have also been used by several authors (Okubu & Ryan 1964, 
Roman & Aghassi 1966). Here a, c, c, e,y,  ^ are constant parameters. As 
illustrative uses of eq. (63) we liave tabulated the values of these parameters for 
baryon multiplots and their counter multiplets in table 2 and for pseudoscalar 
multiplets and vector meson multiplets in table 3 . These values explain the masses 
ot their members (Particle data group 1973). The choice of the mass formulae 
used has been dictated by the internal quantum numbers of the particles. The 
various sets of a, b ,,,,g  values given in tables 2 and 3 may be understood in terms
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of the detailed knowledge of th^.str^Qtures and the dynamics of the particles 
involve^.
For higher spin configurations like those of J  =  3/2 only one resonance 
A^(3—3) and its counter resonance Ag(3—3) are predicted (Nakamura & Sato
1971). But only A^(3—3) is established experimentally with out any knowledge 
of the mass splitting of its members. As such, no calculation for their masses 
is possible. But we believe that the mass formula (62) is sufficiently genera], 
and may explain the mass splitting of the higher spin configurations too, once 
the masses of their members arc known experimentally.
6. CoNOLxrsioiT
The model discussed here serves the following purposes.
1 . I t provides a reasonably satisfactory unification of a space-time group 
and the corresponding internal symmetry group.
2. The mass splitting within the members of an irreducible representation 
is automatically built into the structure of the dynamical group (D).
3. No go theorems (Pais 1966) are not applicable to this case as the space- 
time group involved is not the Poincare' group, but a higher symmetry 
group.
A. As the space-time group used pertains to a cosmological model, it shows 
that global structure of the universe provides a possibility of linking the 
internal symmetries of a particle with its spaoe-time motions. I t  is 
suggested that the realistic model of the universe like Friedman model 
(1922) must be explored for this purpose.
This work needs further investigations about the following:
1 . Other solutions of eq. (17) in the form of integral representation along with 
their analytic continuations are to be investigated (Calucci & Ghirardi 
1973).
2. The ^?-matrix and thereby the nature of scalar interaction built into 
metric (2) is to be explored.
3. Interpretation of the various sets of a, 6, c,...gr values is to be found by 
invoking dynamics of the particles involved.
4. Leptons are to be included in the scheme, and the possibility of a composite 
model for leptons and baryons (Maki, Ohnuki & Sakata 1966) is to be 
explored.
Finally, this model has all the merits and demerits of an STJ(2)^SV{2) 
scheme developed as an alternative to fif?7(3) (Nakamura & Sato 1971)
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